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11v11 - Defending - Defensive line - Pressure, Cover and Balance

4v2 small sided rondo / keep aways.
Defenders do not want to get split - passed between
Attacking players want to move the ball around the defenders - if they
pass between the 2 of them they win 3 points
Every 3 passes that is made with out the defender winning the ball is 1
point
If defenders win the ball they win 3 points
If defenders get split they lose 3 points
Aim - Work in pairs / as a team to win the ball using pressure and
cover but being wary not to have passes split them
Coaching points
Attackers - 
moving the ball with speed to move the defenders
Defenders - 
Working together to win the ball as a pair - do not get split
Communicate on who is the pressure and who is the cover
Close gaps - do not make it easy to get passed between

Don't get split - Rondo

Introducing the covering defender
2 defenders (A and C) v 1 attacker (B)
Aim is to not let the attacker dribble through the gate which is offset
and in the corner of the channel.
As soon as defender A passes the ball in, both defenders can join in
the play. The attacker needs to beat both defenders.
Diagram 1 - if both defenders go to the attacker and are on the same
line, this makes it easy for the attacker to get through the middle and
attack the goal as the defenders will need to spin around and chase
the attacker back.
Diagram 2 - If one defender (Which ever one is closest to the ball)
presses the ball like defending a 1v1. The cover defender (C) hangs
back a little bit. This allows them the possibility to cover the space
behind and beside the pressuring defender depending on where the
attacker goes, if they get past the first defender.
If the attacker gets around the initial defender, the defender who was
covering, now becomes the pressure. The defender who was
pressing, recovers back and becomes the cover now, swapping roles.
Coaching Points -
Communication - who is pressure (closest to the ball) and who is cover
Movement - do not be rigid. Anticipate where the attacker may go
Body positioning - force the defender to the side line if near it or force them towards your team mate to create a 2v1, limiting the space for
the attacker to move into.

2v1 - pressure cover

6 v 6 Pressure/Cover/Balance defending. 4 zones.
Initial defending team in zones A & C; Initial attacking  team in zones B
& D. (3 players in each zone). Coach plays ball into zone D. The goal
is for the players to pass the ball between the 3 until they can find a
lane to pass through to their teammates in the opposite zone. ie.
Coach plays into zone D, their goal is to play a pass on the ground to
their teammates in zone B for a point. The defending players in zone C
work to provide pressure, cover, balance and to intercept the pass
without leaving their zone. If defenders in zone C intercept the pass
they turn & play between each other until they can play a pass through
the zone B defenders to their teammates in zone A. After 3 minutes
have the defenders in zone A move to zone C & vice versa. likewise
with the other team, swap zones.
Progression:
1) Younger ages begin with 2 v 2
2) More advanced 4 v 4
Coaching Points:
Communication
Pressure (Direct towards your cover), Cover (Deny penetration of pass & dribble), Balance (Communicate and work as a group. Anticipate
balls path. Force mistakes)
Spacing between defensive players (stay compact, cut passing lanes forward)

Defending in units



Transition from switch over of possession.
Don't get crossed over (unless you are making last ditch tackles in and around your box)
Be aware of three things - player with the ball, players around you, space behind you.
Can you confront and put pressure on the ball to stop them playing forward?
- If yes, confront the ball and make sure they can only play sideways or backwards
- If no, creep forward while limiting the space between defensive lines to stop teams playing through you

Set Up:
Scrimmage sized area with 4 gates/goals in each corner
Divide the group into 3 teams essentially and have 2/3rds v 1/3rd
creating a big overload ie 6v3 / 8v4 
Balls on outside to allow quick restart of play. Passing team always
start with possession.
Change defending team each 3 mins.
Team with 2/3rds of the players keeps the ball in possession
For every 5 seconds that the possessing team keep the ball away from
the defenders - they win a point
If the defenders touch the ball they win a point. 
If the defenders win the ball and can dribble / pass the ball into one of
the 4 corners / targets they get 5 points - this will encourage winning
the ball back with speed but also to move the ball towards the target
too.
Coaching Points:
Possessing players -
Posses ball with passing and moving
Awareness of when to hold the ball or when to release
Dribble ball into space if you have the time to move the ball
DO NOT PANIC
Defending players - 
Work hard as a team to win the ball back
Close down the space as quick as possible - take away the attackers time on the ball
Transition quickly - if you win the ball, try to attack a gate with speed

Possession

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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